4 limited resources over time, assignment of the fulfillment of different types of work (operations, tasks, processes).
Introduction
Assigning the procedures in contemporary sanatorium and therapeutic establishments is a complex process, which should consider a sufficiently large number of factors, the main of which are [1] :
-a list of procedures prescribed by doctor; -operation time of the treatment room; -throughput capacity of the treatment room (several patients can take one procedure simultaneously); -duration of the procedure (for different procedures, duration of one procedure is different);
-duration of time of technical break between procedures;
-compatibility of procedures (a patient cannot simultaneously take several procedures).
In addition, the timetable is subject to additional constraint -a patient can take the next procedure after a certain time after taking the previous one. For each pair of procedures, the value of compatibility time can be different).
It is clear that the situation indicated may be extended to a large number of related tasks on making up optimum schedules at the existence of a certain set of constraints. Such tasks include the following problems: allocation of
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DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE ALGORITHM TO FIND AN OPTIMAL SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM ON GRAPH MATCHING WITH "DISAPPEARING" ARCS
A . D a n y l c h e n k o in space and over time [1] . Such problems are successfully solved by mathematical apparatus of scheduling theoryan area of applied mathematics that studies the models of arranging the operations works methods for making up schedules [2] , allocation of limited resources over time, assigning the execution of different kinds of work (operations, tasks, processes).
The problems on making up a schedule can be interpreted as tasks on the allocation of resources (resources in a broad sense are understood as material, temporal resources, etc.) with the assigned limitations (by the amount of resources, time for their creation, processing, etc.) [3] . Sources [4] describe a task on making up a schedule for teaching classes at school, institute of higher education), etc.
A problem of making up a schedule for taking the procedures by patients of a sanatorium, in contrast to the task of finding maximum graph matching in the bipartite graph, contains a constraint that prevents the application, for the time being, of precise effective algorithms for its solution. This limitation is in the prohibition, in the selection of one arc of a bipartite graph, to include other arcs in the solution, creating analogy with the disappearing arcs. [1, 5] give a substantive and formal statement of the problem on making up a schedule for taking the procedures by patients of a sanatorium. It was demonstrated that the problem is reduced to the extended task of searching for maximum graph matching in a bipartite graph. Authors of present article are not aware of other papers, except for [1] , which exlored the problems on graph matching with disappearing arcs.
The problems on making up an optimum schedule are frequently solved using modifications of the classical problem on graph matching [6] , different statements of which are given in [7] . This problem is to find in the arbitrary weighted graph a maximum graph matching at minimum cost, and in [8] it is solved over time O(nlog(n)), where n is the order of input matrix.
Solving the problems on scheduling theory presents a known complexity. By the content, these problems are related to the class of combinatory ones, which are solved by using a well-known method of branches and boundaries. It is commonly applied for such NP-complete problems as the travelling salesman problem [9] and the knapsack problem.
A solution of the problem on finding maximum graph matching in a bipartite graph is given and is examined in many sources. But there is no statement for the problem on graph matching with disappearing arcs at all. Consequently, the proof of NP-completeness was not examined by authors either.
In article [6] , authors calculate complexity and approximated results of the solution to the problem on finding maximum graph matching in the modified problem on graph matchings and demonstrate that this problem is NP-complete.
Many publications proposed algorithms for solving the classical problem on graph matching, which made it possible to reduce computational complexity of the program realizations [10, 11] .
In [12] , authors developed an algorithm for solving the problem on the planner of tasks by the modification of Hungarian algorithm.
[13] describes a new method to solve the problem about weighted graph matching whose maximum graph matching is found over time O(n 3 ). In future, it is planned to modify the problem on graph matching with "disappearing" arcs, by adding weight to arcs.
The aim and tasks of the study
The purpose of present work is to analyze the problem on making up a schedule for taking the procedures by patients of a sanatorium and to develop an optimal algorithm for its solution.
To achieve the set aim, the following tasks were to be solved:
-an analysis of the problems on effective organization of therapeutic process, a systematization of theoretical and practical results, obtained in the area of solving the tasks of present study; -construction of a mathematical model for the problem on graph matching with "disappearing arcs" and proof of NP-completeness; -development of efficient search algorithm for optimal solutions; -conducting a computational experiment and analysis of the obtained results.
Materials and methods of research
A number of problems about graph matchings in bipartite graphs contain a constraint, which forbids, in the selection of one arc, to include in the solution another arc. For example, if arc (x, y) is already contained in the graph matching, then arc (v, w) cannot belong there. Such arcs are called incompatible. They are included in the conditions for the problem on graph matching with disappearing arcs (PGDA). It is obvious that PGDA is the assignment problem with the requirements for incompatibility of some pairs of operations and their performers.
Let us examine one of the applied versions of PGDAa problem on the distribution in time of health-improving procedures among the patients in sanatorium.
A sanatorium provides a list of different procedures. A patient must take a therapeutic course of all or several procedures of this list. For each particular procedure, a schedule for its conducting is set in the form of a sequence of time gaps. The patient is assigned with taking not more than one procedure on the list. It is required to find a correspondence between a set of all procedures and the set of all time gaps: a) that prevents assigning a procedure to several patients; b) that provides for maximum period of taking all procedures.
For example, it is necessary to allocate procedures No. 1 and No. 2 to two patients in sanatorium. The first patient is to take both procedures, the second one is to take only procedure No. 2. The operating schedules for treatment rooms No. 1 and No. 2 are assigned (Fig. 1) .
Let us describe conditions of the stated problem in terms of bipartite graphs. Let G=(X,Y,E) is the bipartite directed graph, where X is the set of apexes x i , each of which corresponds to the possible interval of taking the procedures, i=1,m; Y is the set of apexes y, j=1,n that correspond to the set of all procedures, assigned to the patients. Arc (x i ,y j )∈E when, and only when, procedure y j can be taken in time interval x i .
It is obviously that the solution of the problem is a maximum graph matching in a bipartite graph [1] . In Fig. 1 , its edges are shown in the thickened lines.
Let us add to the conditions of the given example the following limitation: the second procedure is assigned after the first one to happen not earlier than in an hour. Then the graph matching, which includes arc (x 1 , y 1 ), must be automatically left by arc (x 5 , y 2 ) that is not compatible with arc (x 1 , y 1 ). In a general case, the condition of incompatibility is assigned on a certain subset of arcs of a bipartite directed graph. It is required to find a graph matching, which includes the maximum number of compatible arcs.
In the process of stepwise construction of such graph matching, some arcs will disappear, thus changing the structure of a bipartite directed graph. The examined GDA is a problem on maximum graph matching in a bipartite directed graph with the assigned subset of arcs (x i , y j ). For each arc (x i , y j ) of the directed graph, we determined the subset of arcs С i,j , not included in the feasible solution if the arc (x i , y j ) is included in it. The arcs of set С i,j disappear from graph G at the inclusion of arc (x i , y j ) and they become visible again at its exclusion.
The relation of incompatibility of arc (x i ,y j ) with the subset of arcs С i,j will be denoted as:
We register that arc (x i , y j ) cannot be included in the graph matching together with any arc,
Let us note that relation (1) is considered to be not assigned on subset С i,j .
Let us estimate the time cost of PGDA. For this purpose, we shall formulate it in the terms of properties recognition, which include the condition and the question.
Condition. Bipartite directed graph is assigned:
where X, Y is the set of apexes, = = x m,�Y n,� E, a set of arcs:
Each arc (x i , y j ) is found from the relation of incompatibility with any arc of subset С i,j , ∅С i,j E.
Question. Is there a graph matching from the compatible arcs with power min(m, n) in the directed graph G?
Theorem. A problem about graph matching with disappearing arcs (PGDA) NP-complete in the strong sense.
Proof. To prove the theorem, it is necessary to select a certain NP-complete problem and to reduce it to the PGDA problem. Let us take as such a problem the problem "On graph matchings, limited by weight" (GLBW). We shall convert into PGDA a NP-complete in the strong sense problem on graph matching, limited by weight (GLBW).
Let us state the GLBW problem in the terms of properties recognition.
Condition. The disjoint sets X� and Y are assigned: Let us build, by the GLBW problem, a special case of PGDA. We shall construct a bipartite directed graph with the sets of apexes We shall assign weights to the apexes of sets V 1 and V 2 , equal to the dimensions of elements from sets X and Y, respectively. Two apexes:
will be connected by arc (k, l), if there exists such a coordinate of limitations vector B i as:
Let us agree that arcs in the directed graph disappear according to the following rule: if we select an arc with the sum of weights of the initial and final apex, equal to B i , then all arcs (k, l) are removed, for which:
Then, if the GLBW problem has a solution, then it is the solution for particular PGDA problem.
Conversely, assume the PGDA problem has a solution. In the directed graph it is represented by perfect graph matching. For its ith arc:
the sum of weights of apexes k∈V 1 and l∈V 2 is equal to B i . Then m pairs of (k, l) apexes and m -sums B i , among which there are no equals, are the solution for the GLBW problem. Assume that the vector of restrictions contains several sums, equal to B i . Let us select any arc (k, l) in the directed graph for which:
and remove all the remaining arcs with the same sum B i of weights of the apexes. It is obvious that the obtained directed graph causes a change in the values in the initial vector of restrictions, whence it follows that the GLBW problem does not have a solution.
A reduction in the number of graph matchings, which are analyzed, can be achieved due to taking into account the corollary С i,j in the selection of certain graph matching (x i , y j ) at each sequential step of the algorithm. Then, when selecting any arc (x i , y j ) for its inclusion in the set of graph matchings at iteration t, the set of graph edges for further analysis can be represented as:
In this case, we will obtain at each iteration a set of lower power
E while the region of analysis narrows in comparison with the brute force method.
Algorithm on the base (basis) of the branch and bound method. For the guaranteed finding of the largest graph matching M in the algorithm under development, it is necessary to realize a sequential search for all possible variants of the construction of graph matchings on the assigned graph
taking into account assigned limitations C. For this purpose, it is necessary to organize a cycle along all apexes of set Y and inserted cycle along the subset of arcs incident to the current apex y i .
Satisfying the equality will be a sufficient condition for the optimality of the obtained variant of solution to the problem:
Upon finding maximum graph matching, execution of the algorithm can be completed.
A necessary condition for the optimality of the obtained variant of solution to the problem is the fulfillment of condition:
that is, finding graph matching M of maximum power. At each step of the algorithm, we shall calculate maximally possible graph matching by the number of arcs (x i , y j ) with different у.
If, under completion of sequential search for all apexes of set Y, a sufficient condition of optimality is not satisfied, then at the assigned limitations, it is possible to find an optimal solution. The obtained solution will provide for the assignment of the largest possible quantity (but not all assigned) of procedures at the assigned limitations.
To describe the algorithm, based on the branch and bound algorithm, it is necessary to introduce the description of the following objects (B p , S, M, U, BR, RB).
1. The rule of branching B p describes the process of branching in the problem about transpositions. The purpose of branching is the partition of the set of complete transpositions into disjoint subsets. These subsets are represented in the form of apexes. Transposition p { } into two subsets of arcs into one, from which the arc (x i , y j ) enters, and the second set -excluding this arc. For apex y k , we shall successively investigate the edges
Assume that a certain edge is found
candidate for inclusion into M, that is, none of the apexes x i and y k is incident to the edges, already included in graph matchings M. We consider the assigned limitations, and for this purpose, we temporarily exclude from the graph
That is, at each step of the algorithm, we conduct branching by including the arc
into a graph matching, we obtain one problem (including) and reconstruct graph G=(X,Y,E), excluding from it all arcs by the conditions of corollary С i,j , and the second (excluding) problem, where from the graph
we exclude arc
Including problem with arcs:
where E is the set of all arcs. Excluding problem with arcs:
where
С is the set of arcs from the condition of corollary С i,j -arc from i to j. Not a single arc is lost. If we combine sets of both problems, then we shall obtain a general problem. That is, one problem without one arc, and the second onewith it, but without the corollary conditions.
The rule of selection S serves for selecting the subsequent apex of branching from the current set of active apexes. Apex p y is called a current active apex when, and only when, it is generated but is not yet excluded and not exposed to branching. The algorithm starts its operation by selecting ∅ = p e as the first apex of branching. The work of algorithm is completed when the next apex of branching is the complete solution.
The rule of branching for the examined problem is as follows: current active apex p a is selected at each step of the algorithm. The selected apex must have the largest lower cost estimate M(p a ). The lower cost estimate is considered when, and only when, the upper cost estimate U is equal for all active apexes. If upper estimations for the active apexes are not equal, we shall select for the branching an apex with the largest upper estimation and maximum lower estimation. We select apex p a , in which
Thus, at step 1 for the including problem, when graph matching M includes an arc, For the problem on graph matching with the disappearing arcs, lower estimate is the quantity of arcs, included in the maximum graph matching at each step of branching. Thus, for the first active apex
since not any arc is introduced into the set of solutions as yet. For the including problem, when the graph matching includes one arc but several arcs were excluded (according to the corollary conditions) U(p 2 ) may not equal count(y i ).
Similarly for the excluding problem, where arc (x i ,y k )∈E is excluded from the graph if it is the only arc for apex Y, then:
The upper cost estimate U is the cost of a certain complete solution p N u , known from the start of fulfilling the algorithm. For the examined particular problem for calculating upper estimation of the first active apex, we count a number of procedures, which should be assigned:
At further branching, initial choice of the solution whose upper cost estimate is close to the optimum value substantially reduces the total volume of computation.
The optimum algorithm for solving the problem on graph matching with disappearing arcs contains the following steps:
We build a bipartite graph G=(X,Y,E), in which: -X is the set of apexes of the graph, which correspond to possible time gaps in taking the procedures = ||X|| m; -Y is the set of apexes of the graph, which correspond to the procedures, assigned to the patients in sanatorium, = ||Y|| n; -P is the set of patients; -Е is the set of edges of the graph. Edge (x i , y k )∈E, x i ∈X, y k ∈Y i=1…m, k=1…n when the procedure of patient y k may be assigned for the time interval x i . Assigned relations of corollary С i,j . A set of edges, included in the maximum graph matching:
Assume:
1. We consecutively iterate through apexes, starting at k=q, apex of the set Y. If all apexes are selected, we shall proceed to point 5.
2. For the selected active apex, we apply the rule of branching B.
3. For each apex, obtained in the process of branching, we calculate the lower and upper cost estimates and use the rule of selection S.
4. We verify existence of the arcs:
that is, those incident to the subsequent apexes in set Y (there are also procedures, for which the time of their taking is not assigned). If each of these apexes has at least one arc, incident to it, then M=M∪(x i ,y k ). If k=n, proceed to point 2.
Otherwise k=k+1 and we shall proceed to point 3. 5. We check that the obtained graph matching contains all the procedures assigned. If = ||M|| n, the solution is found, the algorithm is completed. If ≠ ||M|| n, then proceed to point 2. Otherwise, select from the obtained solutions the graph matchings of maximum power.
In the following chaper there is an example of solving the problem about graph matching with disappearing arcs using the optimum algorithm proposed.
Results of examining a solution to the problem on graph matching with "disappearing arcs"
Let us examine example.
Step 1 (Fig. 3, a) . The constructed bipartite graph G= =(X, Y, E) contains a set of apexes of the graph, which correspond to the possible time gaps in taking the procedures:
X={9.00-10.00, 10.00-11.00, 11.00-12.00, 12.00-13.00, 10.10-11.10, 11.10-12.10, 13.10-14.10, 9.30-10.30, 10.30-11.30, 11.30-12.30, 9.00-10.00, 10.00-11.00, 11.00-12.00}, = X 13, a set of apexes of the graph, which correspond to the procedures, assigned to the patients in sanatorium: ),(x ,y )} Let us introduce the following limitations.
-Impossibility to assign one and the same procedure to different patients for the same time.
The assigned limitations will be determined by the corollary C set, such as: x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; 2  1  3  1  8  3  9  3  1 0  3  6  2 x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; 2   6  2  7  2  8  3  9  3  2  1  3  1  5  4 x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ;
x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y ; x ,y C x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y , x ,y .
A set of edges, included in the maximum graph matching, M=Ø.
A graphic representation of the branching algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 Next, we present a step-by-step process of solving the problem on graph matching with disappearing arcs by the modified branch and bound method (Fig. 3) .
Mmax=8 Maximum graph matching is found. The main goal of comparative computational experiment is the estimation of time cost for the fulfillment of calculations by the optimum algorithm and the brute force method. The experiment was conducted on the computational platforms, which have divergent characteristics (number of cores in processor, clock frequency, memory size, etc.). The result of experiment is the choice of the most effective algorithm for solving the problem on making up a schedule for taking therapeutic procedures by patients in a sanatorium.
A criterion of effectiveness is the minimization of time for performing the calculations in the search for graph matching as it is in the bipartite graph with disappearing arcs.
The experiment was conducted at sanatorium "Denishi" (Ukraine). The experiment employed the authoring program ICS_DENISH, which can solve the problems on making up a schedule for taking the procedures by patients in the sanatorium. To solve the problem, the program applies the brute force method and the optimum algorithm for solving a problem on the search for maximum graph matching in a bipartite graph with disappearing arcs.
Comparative computational experiment was carried out on a series of random conditions of the problem, obtained from actual patients in the sanatorium by the time sample. Characteristics of the computers, which were employed for conducting the experiment, are given in Table 1 . Table 1 Characteristics of computers, which were employed for conducting a comparative computational experiment The input parameters of experiment (Table 2) were determinate, that is, dependent on the observer, and random, that is, registered, but unguided.
The known constraints in taking the therapeutic procedures (Table 2) are assigned by a set of corollaries C, such as:
These constraints take account, first of all, of the impossibility to assign one and the same procedure to different patients for the same time, as well as the compatibility of procedures. The initial parameter of experiment is the time t BP , taken for performing the calculations to making up a schedule of taking the therapeutic procedures by patients in the sanatorium with the help of ICS_DENISH.
Accuracy of experimental data depends considerably on the number of carried out tests -the more of them there are, the higher is the authenticity of results. At a small number of factors, it suffices to conduct 50-100 tests at each computational configuration (Table 1) . In each of the 86 conducted tests (Table 3) , we measured the time that is needed to perform calculations:
-by the brute force method; -by the optimum algorithm of solving the problem with disappearing arcs.
Let us build graphs of time dependence on the dimensionality of input parameters (according to the number of test) for the methods, which are compared on three specific configurations (Fig. 14) The obtained results of computational experiment indicate that -making up a schedule directly proportionally depends on the number of apexes in a bipartite graph (that is, on the total number of procedures and patients), number of the procedures assigned and constraints -for the collected initial data, the time for making up a schedule with the use of the brute force method is 8.87 to 4.48 times longer than the time to solve the same problem by the optimum algorithm.
Discussion of results of examining the problem on making up a schedule for taking the procedures by patients in a sanatorium
In the process of examining the problem on making up a schedule for taking the procedures by patients in a sanatorium, we stated a mathematical model of the problem on graph matching with disappearing arcs. As demonstrated by subsequent studies, the problem about making up an optimum schedule can be reduced to the extended task of the search for maximum graph matching in a bipartite graph. But the known algorithms, in the classical case, employ for finding the optimal solution the brute force method. In the course of present study, we described an optimum algorithm, which, in contrast to those already known, makes it possible to take into account assigned limitations and it has, in comparison with the brute force method, lower computational complexity due to the reduction in the number of graph matchings, which are analyzed. We have proven the NP-completeness of the problem on graph matching with disappearing arcs. A practical value of present study is in the possibility of its application in the development and implementation of systems for calendar scheduling and operational management in the therapeutic process. The study is also applicable in the design of control systems for flexible automated systems for the enterprises with discrete character of production.
Authors would like in future to add weight to each arc and to solve the problem on graph matching with "disappearing" arcs in the modified form.
A promising direction of further studies is the modification of known methods (genetic, formic, etc.) to solve the problem on making up a schedule for taking the procedures by patients in a sanatorium. Fig. 14. Graphs of time dependence on the dimensionality of input parameters (according to the number of test) for the methods, which are compared on three specific configurations 7. Conclusions 1. We analyzed the problem on making up a schedule for taking the procedures by patients in a sanatorium. The posed practical problem about making up a schedule for taking therapeutic procedures is stated in the terms of graph theory and, taking into account the assigned limitations, is described by a bipartite graph. It is demonstrated that solving the problem comes down to finding a maximum graph matching in this graph.
2. We performed modification of the problem on graph matching with disappearing arcs for making up a schedule at the assigned constraints. It is proven that the problem "On graph matching with disappearing arcs" is NP-complete in the strong sense.
3. The optimum algorithm for solving the problem about graph matching is developed, whose essence is in finding all maximum graph matchings of the highest power with their subsequent testing for compatibility with the assigned limitations.
4. With the application of the developed software product, we carried out a comparative computational experiment, which made it possible to estimate the time characteristics of optimum algorithm for solving the problem about graph matching with disappearing arcs and to compare them with the time characteristics of the brute force method. According to results of the calculated simulation, the time of making up a schedule under conditions of solving the problem of finding for the largest graph matching on the bipartite graph by the optimum algorithm based on the modified branch and bound method is less than that of the brute force method by 6.8 times.
